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Abstract

The purpose of the article is to compare frequency values of professional development of
science curriculum teachers in four interrupted time series based on the perception of
teachers, as well as the report between frequency levels to benefit from professional
development activities. The method applied is based on a quantitative comparison of
frequency values of training activities on assessment methods during four interrupted time
series. Teachers’sample generated by PISA 2012 schools sample is compounded by a total of
620 (N = 620) teachers from a population of 937 (n = 937) science curriculum teachers or
66.17% of the population (p = 66.17% ). To answer the research question on the level of
benefition in training activities on assessment methods were used the data generated from
structured questionnaire with science curriculum teachers. Based on the obtained data from
the first to four interrupted series is shown a small relatively variation percentage of
participation of science curriculum teachers in training activities on assessment methods
(43.7%; 64.8%; 50.7: 55.5% ) that generally summarizing results in a growing trend. Based
on the data obtained in terms of the level of profitability from the first interrupted series to
the fourth is shown that: (1) high-level values have decreased (31.4%; 31.6%; 21.3%;
23.7%); (2) the average level recorded a more decline of values (61.6%; 40.6%; 26.5%;
30.6%); (3) the low level recorded a relatively small fluctuations of values, but that again
goes into decline (3.5; 13.9%; 1.5%; 1.8%); (4) the very low level recorded a significant
increase of values (3.5%; 13.9%; 50.7%; 43.9%). Two of the main conclusions would be: (1)
in professional development activities for science curriculum teachers focusing on assessment
methods is shown an uneven increase of participation of teachers, (2) at the high level,
medium level, low level and at the very low level generally is shown a decrease of
profitability level from the first interrupted series to the fourth. Two of the main
recommendations were: (1) institutions of teachers’ professional development should enable
all teachers of science curriculum to acquire knowledge and skills during their experience in
teaching on assessment methods in training activities (2) institutions of teachers’ professional
development should enhance the quality of professional development programs for teachers
and the effectiveness of training activities on assessment methods aiming increasing the level
of profitability of participating teachers.
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